CRITERIA FOR INSCRIPTION
The UNESCO criteria proposed for the inscription.
- (ii): to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within
a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, monumental
arts, town-planning or landscape design.
The complex of the venetian defensive works is an outstanding example of the interchange
of influences and values between Venice and the diverse civilizations located along the
Adriatic sea from the Middle Age and more intensively between XVI and XVII century. The
exceptional administrative and managerial skills of the Republic of Venice allowed to spread
the most advanced knowledge about fortifications, arts and, more in general, social models.
This was channeled by a number of workers, operative tools, construction materials and arts
in general and it is finds its more tangible and more complete testimony in the proposed
defensive works.
- (iii): to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a
civilization which is living or which has disappeared.
The site is representative of a varied heritage that testifies the Venetian cultural tradition and
had its core in the Adriatic “Gulf”, mainly between XV and XVII century. The defensive
structures and the landscape around them -carefully designed by the architects of the
Serenissima- have kept their integrity or are still legible in their layouts, characterizing the
facies of the proposed sites. Moreover the uniqueness and the outstanding value of the
Venetian culture is testified by the rich publishing production with its worldwide known
treaties, the presence in this area of cultural heritage objects referring to the city Capital and
the numerous letters bearing witness of the communication between Venice and its faraway
domains. All these written documents, conserved in many archives and collections, allow to
retrace in details the fortunes of Venice. Beyond all the architectural and archive heritage, an
endless and peculiar documental heritage, still perfectly conserved, contribute to assert the
outstanding nature of the Venetian defensive system.
- (iv): to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological
ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history.
The site is an outstanding example of defensive system generated by a unitary project and
conceived to guarantee the safety of the maritime commerce and to protect the domains
from invasions. Since the Venetian sites were particularly desirable, a branched
communication network had to be established over a wide transnational territory. The
generating element of the whole project was the use of the new fortification techniques
experimented by the Venetian professionals after the widespread introduction of gunpowder
and firearms: these advanced results became outstanding examples of "modern style" (“alla
moderna”) fortifications, as exemplar models for next realizations.

